eSignatures
and
nonprofit

Why nonprofits needs eSigning...
Working in the nonprofit sector is a demanding
role to take on. It involves working hard, managing
teams of volunteers, a lot of organisation, keeping
a distributed team connected and all the while;
keeping costs down.
At least eSignatures can help simplify one thing...
Here’s how our nonprofit customers are already
using eSignatures...
With eSignatures you can have these
forms finished in minutes:
• Membership forms
• Volunteer training forms
• Supplier approval forms
• Media release forms

Want to read
what happens
when an
eSignature is
used in court?
Click here.

So, how do eSignatures help?
• Cut down your turnaround time

• Connect a distributed team

eSignatures reduce turnaround time hugely
- around 80% quicker on average. Meaning any
operational documents that need
signing off can be completed
and returned the same day.
Allowing you to spend less
time on the admin side of
things and focus more on
your campaigns.

Touching base with your team is important,
especially when scattered
across the country. By using
eSignatures to manage your
documents, projects and sign
offs can be sent digitally
and finalised instantly. Every
action is traced and shown
in your library, so no matter
where your team is based, they can send and
review documents!

• Save costs with paperless processes!

• Keep work mobile

You’ll increase your efficiency and organise
your forms, all while
reducing paper consumption
in your business. This
in turn reduces costs
concerning printing and
postage, whilst keeping
all your work searchable.
Which helps save time
that’s spent on admin
based processes. Win win.

By storing all of your documents within your
Signable account, your team is open to
accessing files and information
when out-of-office,
wherever you are, at
any time of day. It also
means staff are able
to access and send files
wherever they are, too.

We’re already helping these companies:
“I looked at a few online but they
looked more complicated and I
needed simplicity! We were about
to open up our membership so
it will be brilliant for this … After
the free 14 day tester, which was
great, I saw how it would work for
us.”
- Louise Pedan, Community
Organisers, Project Manager

More about us.... We are
We get your documents signed faster.
Instead of posting or emailing documents for scanning, signers
can now complete them in minutes for a fraction of the cost through
Signable. By using a desktop, or any web-enabled device,
contracts are signed quickly and securely today, not tomorrow.
0800 612 62 63
signable.co.uk
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